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In recent years, it has become very trendy for brands and retailers to say they support
“continuous improvement” in factories they work with.
At first glance, “continuous
improvement” may suggest that retailers are willing to understand the challenges faced by their
suppliers and to provide the support needed to induce the necessary changes. The reality,
however, is a sustained exploitation of workers to enable retailers to continue to source cheap
by buying from factories which do not provide basic entitlements to workers.
Through interviews with suppliers of some retailers including H&M, Primark and Sears, it is
clear what these retailers call “continuous improvement” is actually a masqueraded version of
continuous exploitation in reality and these companies all run wage-stealing programs formally.
Some companies work with corporate social responsibility consultancies like Level Works or
Infact (the two recently merged to form a new company called “Elevate”) which advise these
companies to work with factories which do not pay legal wages under the pretext of continuous
improvement and, rather than requiring legal wages be paid to workers immediately, retailers
can pay them consultancy fees to monitor the continuous exploitation process.
This so-called “continuous improvement” approach requires factories to provide their real
underpayment and excessive working hours situation to the brands and retailers who would
continue to buy from these factories as the latter should make incremental improvement over
an indefinite period of time towards compliance – and there might not be an agreed timeframe
for factories to meet legal minimum requirements.
We question the purpose of brands and retailers gathering the data. Brands and retailers
gather the data of their suppliers’ illegal wage payment and excessive working hours situation
to track the production cost and production capacity of their supplier base and this illegal
non-compliance database can enable them to squeeze factories even more to drive prices
further down and shorten their lead time even more at the expense of workers’ legal entitlement
to be paid proper wages and have proper rest.
We demand H&M, Primark and Sears, as well as all brands and retailers, to immediately
-

be transparent about their exploitative approaches, and publicize the list of factories
they are working with not paying legal minimum or overtime wages

-

stop stealing wages from workers in China or other countries and back pay all the
stolen wages to workers

-

terminate working relationship with unscrupulous consultancies like Level Works,
INFACT, or Elevate, or any similar consultancies, who profit from instigating
companies to steal wages from workers
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Appendix –
1. Evidence of H&M’s conscious exploitation of workers in China
- H&M’s communication (in Chinese) to their suppliers on “Wage and OverTime
Analysis” to collect data regarding excessive working hours, percentage of workers
not paid legal wages and overtime wages. It clearly shows how H&M has been
tracking the illegal underpayment situation in its supplier factories, and consciously
buys from factories which can sell cheap because they do not pay even legal
minimum wages or overtime wages.
2. Evidence of Primark’s game-changing exploitation of workers in China
- Primark’s communication to their suppliers on audit requirement with emphasis on
understanding of longer time needed to have wage and hours compliance (in
Chinese), suggesting they accept underpayment and excessive hours in factories.
3. Evidence of Sears’ deliberate exploitation of workers in China
- Sears’ official document on Wage Research and Improvement Program (in
Chinese and English). The document clearly states that factories which cannot
pay legal minimum wages should join this program and provide true underpayment
situation to Sears.

4. Evidence of INFACT Instigating its clients to work with factories not paying legal wages
- INFACT’s presentation on Capacity Building and Continuous Improvement. The
slides clearly show their approach to facilitate an agreement between brands and
factories on flexibility on wages and to gather data of underpayment and make
gradual improvement with reaching legal standards as the final stage.

5. Evidence of Level Works Instigating its clients to work with factories not paying legal
wages
- Level Works’ presentation which states that it is unrealistic to expect factories to
pay all workers legal minimum wages immediately and that this only drives
factories to falsify records, and therefore brands and retailers should be allow
factories to have “continuous improvement” and the benefits would be better
relationship between brands and factories, and more orders.

The Truth of H&M – Conscious Actions to Exploit Workers
H&M is the second largest global clothing retailer. According to its company website, it has
2800 stores in more than 40 countries and employs 104,000 staff. On the Forbes lists, it is
nd
rated the world’s 42 most powerful brand in 2012 and its chairman, Stefan Persson, is rated in
th
2013 not only the richest man in Sweden but also the 12 richest man in the world. Part of the
wealth is accumulated through conscious exploitation of workers in China making its products.
In 2013 March, H&M released its latest sustainability report titled “Conscious Actions”. The
report recognized that working hours and wages in their supplier factories are some of the
biggest challenges H&M is facing. H&M is definitely conscious of these working conditions
and in the report even stated that they have started to promote higher wages for garment
workers across the industry. However, what really happens is that the company actually
consciously works with many factories which work excessive hours to over 360 or more hours
every month and underpay workers what they should be entitled to legally.
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According to a few H&M’s suppliers we interviewed with, it is common knowledge in the
industry that it is acceptable to H&M for factories do not pay legal wages to workers and do not
even allow one day off in a month to workers, as long as factories commit to “continuous
improvement”.
In 2009, H&M launched a program to formally allow underpayment of illegal wages and
excessively working hours for factories in China.
H&M told their suppliers that they
understand that most of the factories they work with are not paying legal minimum wages or
overtime wages, and that they understand that it is a reality that workers work excessive hours,
and therefore they understand that to ask factories to meet legal requirements would be only
forcing factories to falsify records. H&M has hundreds of supplier factories in China and
H&M’s suppliers said that from the price H&M is paying them, and from what they learn from
other H&M suppliers, it is likely that most of their supplier factories in China could not meet legal
wage and hours requirements.
Since 2009 June, H&M started to require their supplier factories to fill in a “WOTA” (Wage and
Over Time Analysis) form every month to report their actual wage and working hours situation.
H&M WOTA staff would then review the situation and track the key performance indicators
(KPIs) of average overtime hours per month, percentage of workers not paid legal
compensation, and percentage of workers not paid minimum wages.
The following are taken from a presentation H&M shown to its suppliers to coach them how to
report their wage and hours situations to H&M WOTA specialist every month. The graphs are
show how H&M is tracking the hours situation in factories (overtime hours over 140 hours a
month, whereas the legal overtime hours in China is 36 hours a month), and that workers not
paid legal compensation can be up to 90% of the workforce, and workers not paid even the
minimum wage can be nearly 60% of the workforce.
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Factories are requested to make “continuous improvement” to reduce working hours and
increase the percentage of workers who are paid minimum wages. H&M told their suppliers
that they support “continuous improvement” and that they trust that factories will improve
gradually and eventually towards full legal compliance. There is no fixed timeline to reach
legal compliance. According to an H&M supplier we interviewed who wish to remain
anonymous, they have been supplying to H&M for 4 years now and still most of their workers
are not paid minimum wages and H&M still continues to buy from them. Suppliers believed
that.
According to the supplier, “H&M buys cheap, they need us to sell cheap to them, and it is a
reality that they must work with factories which do not pay legal minimum or overtime wages to
workers. Our price is cheap. H&M requires us to report to them our wage data to them
every month, they know very clearly our production costs, and they can better squeeze us for
cheaper prices. We have to give them cheap prices.”

The Truth of Primark – Game Changer: Change Rules of Fair Play to Foul Play
As of February 2013, Primark has a total of 257 stores in the world, and most of them are in the
UK and Ireland. In spite of the economic gloom in 2012, Primark’s profits continued to soar up
15% to GBP3.5 million, and contributed to 17% of the profits of its parent company Associated
British Foods.
Primark had a very poor track record in ethical trading with suppliers caught using illegal
migrant workers who were paid just half of the legal minimum wages, and other allegations of
use of child labour. Primark joined the Ethical Trading Initiative in 2006 and has then
conducted several worker education projects. In 2012 December, Primark’s Director of Ethical
Trade, Katherine Kirk, was granted a Game Changer Award by the Business in the Community
for raising the standards and achieving a lasting impact in ethical sourcing.
What part of the game has Primark changed and how does it relate to Primark’s huge profit
increase?
Interviews with suppliers of Primark shed lights on the question.
Although Primark joined the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) in 2006 and thereby committed to
abide with the ETI Base Code which has a core principle of ensuring that workers are paid living
wages, in reality, Primark could not care less. In reality, Primark only requires factories to pay
minimum wages and would not require factories to pay legal overtime wages to workers.
Therefore, due to the very low wages, workers will have to work more hours to make ends meet,
and regardless of the level of hours the work, it does not matter to Primark whether workers are
paid legal overtime wages.
In 2009, Primark started its so-called “Towards a Living Wage” Project in China. It claimed
that the project was aimed to increasing wages of workers through addressing productivity and
other management systems. Primark worked with a consultancy called INFACT Global
Partners on this project. According to Ian Spaulding, the founder of INFACT, who was quoted
on Primark’s website “The manufacturing environment in China is very different from most other countries. A massive
migrant workforce creates unique dynamics that are not replicated in countries such as Vietnam,
Cambodia, Indonesia or India.
Addressing the commonly known compliance challenges of excessive working hours and
underpayment of wages is something that most companies with CSR programs continue to
struggle with. The degree of falsified records by factories interested to hide the working hours or
the underpayment of wages is depressing.
However, a tide is changing among brands and retailers with how they approach factories in
China. There is a great deal more openness for capacity building and support of factories
interested to improve. Further, China is changing at the same time. Workers are demanding
more of their legal rights as a labour shortage raises up wages and improves working conditions.”
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From Primark’s ethical trading webpage -

What is the changing tide mentioned in the above by Ian Spaulding of INFACT or what is the
changing game that Katherine Kirk of Primark was awarded for? The answer is obvious – the
game is foul play not fair play.
Primark is leading the game with other retailers like H&M not to require legal wages to be paid
to workers.
The following is Primark’s document given to its suppliers explaining its audit requirements. It
clearly stated that “Primark understands that some non-compliances like wages and working
hours will take time to correct. Primark will rate the factory positively if factories are
transparent with its wage and working hours situation and is committed to continuous
improvement.
However, according to Primark’s suppliers, legal overtime wages is not
required by Primark and is not even part of the “continuous improvement” plan.
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Primark’s suppliers we interviewed but wish to remain anonymous revealed that Primark never
requires them to pay legal overtime wages to workers, although Primark does require minimum
wages. However since the suppliers we interviewed said that they all pay minimum wages but
not overtime wages, it is not clear to them if Primark will terminate relationship with suppliers
who fail to pay minimum wages.
When asked what they feel about Primark not requiring legal overtime wages, one supplier said
“Primark wants us to give them minimum prices, why would they require us to pay overtime
wages?”
Primark’s living wage project is therefore a joke. How can Primark talk about living wages
when they do not even require factories to comply with legal minimum standard of paying
overtime wages?

The Truth of Sears –
Improvement”

Stealing Wage in the name of “Research” and “Continuous

Compared with H&M and Primark, Sears has been a pioneer when it comes to making stealing
wage from workers a formal policy.
Sears formally launched its Wage Research and Improvement Program (WRIP) in 2004, and
ever since then, it has been a formally adopted approach of Sears to exploit workers in China
regardless of the various wage protection laws in China.
Over the years, Sears has issued various documents to its suppliers in China. In its document
issued in 2009 on the program, Sears clearly states that many factories have falsified
documents to hide real wage and hours situation, and by participating in WRIP, Sears will
continue to buy from these factories as long as they provide real information of their illegal wage
and excessive hours situation even though they cannot meet legal requirements.
Sears claims that it is a “continuous improvement” process. Indeed. In WRIP, factories are
not required to pay minimum wages or overtime premiums. Instead, factories are required to
pay a program participation fee to Sears and are required to report to every month its real wage
situation. According to suppliers of Sears/Kmart in China, suppliers were required to increase
their wage by RMB 0.1 every 3 months, which would accrue to a shamefully slow increase of
only RMB 0.4 a year. There is therefore a target of improvement every year, although it is
terribly little.
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As stated in the standard document released by Sears/Kmart to its suppliers, the benefit of the
program is that “factories will develop their own Improvement Plan based on their own business
needs”. Business needs, not legal standards and not ethical standards.
Although WRIP, by the name of it, should increase wage level at factories, Sears/Kmart
suppliers told us that they learned from Sears that after almost 9 years of launching the
program, there are still hundreds of Sears/Kmart factories participating in WRIP in China and
among them many have been in the program ever since 2004 or 2005. Even after so many
years in the program, these factories still cannot even pay minimum wages, let alone legal
overtime wages.
The shockingly slow progress fits it well with Sears as, while factories continue to exploit
workers by not paying legal minimum and overtime wages, Sears can continue to buy from
factories at very cheap prices. This program works very well for Sears and factories, and
obviously neither Sears or its supplier factories cares about the fact that it never works for
workers.
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Q&A from Sears Wage Research and Improvement Program Standard Document
(color, italics and emphasis added by Asia Floor Wage)

Q: Do my factories have to participate in the WRIP program if we do
business with
Sears Holdings Corporation in China?
A:
No, any factory actively producing Sears Holdings Corporation
merchandise in China may participate in the program so long as they
agree to the five requirements discussed above. For factories that falsify
their records, underpay their workers and/or work excessive hours,
Sears Holdings Corporation strongly encourages participation to reduce
the risk that Sears Holdings Corporation will terminate the factory.
Q: What are the benefits of participation in the WRIP program?
A: The benefit includes less frequent audits and the ability to continually
produce Sears Holdings Corporation orders so long as the factory
adheres to the WRIP requirements. Another key benefit is that factories
will develop their own Improvement Plan based on their own business
needs. While Sears Holdings Corporation will review the plan, it will likely
be accepted so long as it is accurate anti complete, within the standards or
other factories in the same area/business, and the factory is willing to
make gradual progress to correct noted deficiencies according to the
Improvement Plan. This is a key benefit because it allows a factory to
determine the timeframe it can make the necessary changes to make
sustainable progress towards compliance.
Q: Will Sears Holdings Corporation disclose the true working hours and
wages to
other retailers?
A: No,all information relating to this program will remain confidential. Sears
Holdings
Corporation wants WRIP participants to feel comfortable that the
information
provided to Sears Holdings Corporation will remain confidential.
Q:
A:

What is the, WRIP Improvement Plan?
The WRIP Improvement Plan is the detailed document that lists out key
factory data on such issues as average working hours, maximum
working hours, minimum pay for regular and overtime hours provided
per worker, and the percentage breakdown for all workers by wage rate.
To participate in the WRIP Program, factories must provide such
detailed information to Sears Holdings Corporation for review based
both on actual and Projected/planned information over a one-year time
period（the data provided must begin with the recent 2 months prior to
the last audit by Sears Holdings Corporation, or begin with the recent 6
months if your factory has not been audited by Sears Holdings
Corporation). Sears Holdings Corporation will provide WRIP
participants with a formatted excel spreadsheet (Appendix A) with
instructions on how to complete the WRIP Improvement Plan.

In Sears WRIP standard document, Sears also provides an example of how factories should
fill in the “continuous improvement” plan. The example shows that the legal hourly minimum
wage in Dongguan in Guangdong province of China during 2009 April to 2010 March was
RMB 4.43 for normal work hours, RMB 6.65 for overtime in normal work days, RMB 8.86 for
overtime in rest days, and RMB 13.29 for overtime in statutory holidays. However, these
figures are all for reference only. A factory can ignore the legal standards for minimum wage
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and overtime wages, and choose to guarantee to Sears to pay workers a flat rate of RMB 2.89
in 2009 April (i.e. only 65% of the legal minimum wage, and only 21% of legal wage for
overtime in statutory holidays) and gradually increase to RMB 3.6 in 2010 March (i.e. only 81%
of the legal minimum wage, and only 27% of the legal wage for overtime in statutory holidays).

INFACT, Level Works or ELEVATE - Profiteering from the Wage Theft Business
INFACT Global Partners was founded in 2007 and it gives advices to its clients on how to
manage various social compliance issues and manages various “continuous improvement”
programs for many brands and retailers. INFACT also holds various corporate social
responsibility conferences and works with many companies include Apple, American Eagle,
Levis, Ann Taylor, Target, Nordstrom, Philip van Hausen, JC Penny, Hasbro, Tesco, as well as
multi-stakeholder and industry initiatives like Fair Labour Association (FLA), International
Council of Toy Industries CARE Program (ICTI CARE), Sustainable Trade Initiative (IDH),
Footwear Distributors and Retailers of America (FDRA) etc..
Level Works, on the other hand, provides consulting, auditing, training and continuous
improvement monitoring services to various companies. It describes itself as a “forward
thinking supply chain assessment and continuous improvement organization”. Its Continuous
Improvement and Engagement Monitoring (CIEM) shares the same philosophy with INFACT
that, in order to get transparency from factories, brands and retailers must not insist that
factories pay workers legal wages, and should allow a flexible timeframe of “continuous
improvement”. Level Works also work with many brands and retailers like BBC Worldwide,
Primark, Sears, and multi-stakeholder and industry initiatives like Fair Labour Association
(FLA), International Council of Toy Industries CARE Program (ICTI CARE), Electronic Industry
Citizenship Coalition (EICC), Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI), etc..
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In a presentation explaining their approach on capacity building and continuous improvement
(attached in the appendix), INFACT explains its approach which composes of five modules:
wage, working hours, social insurance, production and human resources.
In the elaboration of the wage module, INFACT advises factories to set up wage system and
review the payment situation (minimum wage and average wage level), and to “discuss with
clients to work out one improvement plan on the minimum wage and average wage that
can be achieved in a sustainable manner”. Not only is minimum wage to be improved
gradually “in a sustainable manner, there is also no mention of payment of overtime wages.
“Comply with wage law” is also a goal with no timeframe. In a slide showing an improvement
plan, after 12 months, the “continuous improvement” for minimum wages and average wages
are still much lower than the legal wage level.
In the elaboration of the hours module, INFACT’s slide shows 4 years for factories to reach the
targeted weekly hour level, and it is not clear if the target is compliant with the law.
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Level Works also has a similar presentation to sell their “Continuous Improvement and
Engagement Monitoring” (CIEM). Same as INFACT, Level Works’ tactic is also to stress how
common it is for factories in China to falsify records and it can be 90% in some compliance
programs. It also stress that it is unrealistic to expect factories to pay legal minimum wage to all
workers immediately and to pay legal overtime wages. Level Works then goes on to suggests
that brands and retailers should work with transparent factories “regardless of wage/hours
issues” and to build better trust relationship with these factories and, despite the fact that they
do not pay legal wages, can still reward them with more orders. Level Works states that its
CIEM approach “creates a comfort zone for factories to provide their actual records” and it
“allows vendor/factory to own their improvement schedule”. Again factories are required to
provide data of their real wage and working hours conditions to their clients for tracking, and
Level Works would be the one to monitor this continuous improvement process. Level Works
says it is a methodology proven with over 300 factories. The scale of Level Works instigation
for brands and retailers to buy from sub-standard factories is appalling. The amount of
workers who have suffered and have been exploited under its CIEM program with their legal
entitlements taken away from them in the name of “improvement” can be enormous.

Instead of advising brands and retailers to play fair and respect workers’ basic rights by
reviewing their own buying practices and requiring their supplier factories to pay legal wages,
INFACT and Level Works goad their clients to pay them consultancy and program
management fees to monitor “continuous improvement”. While workers lose their legal wages,
INFACT and Level Works make profit from this wage theft business, factories can continue to
underpay workers and still get orders from its clients, and brands and retailers also continue to
benefit from the low prices these substandard factories can offer them.
Recently, in early April this year, INFACT and Level Works announced a merger to form a new
company called ELEVATE Global Limited.
With these two companies joining together,
ELEVATE claims it works with over 100 major brands and retailers in 25 countries.
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The merger could be a good news for unscrupulous and exploitative companies but definitely
not for workers.
Brands and retailers which work with Level Works, INFACT or ELEVATE can benefit from their
professional advice of how best to steal wages from workers and at the same time can even
make it a PR program by naming it “continuous improvement” in company websites and annual
reports – only missing the core reality that workers are not paid legal minimum or legal overtime
wages in these continuous improvement programs.
Shame on all brands and retailers which work with INFACT or Level Works (or now ELEVATE)
to continuously exploit workers in China.

Concluding Remarks
It is a basic responsibility of any brands or retailers to ensure that workers in their supplier
chains are paid living wages, which should be on top of the current legal minimum and overtime
wage standards.
It is a huge shame for any company like H&M, Primark and Sears to establish practices to
systematically and deliberately exploit workers in China.
It is an even bigger shame for any company to work with unscrupulous consultancies like
INFACT, Level Works or ELEVATE to take their advice on how best to feign continuous
exploitation as continuous improvement.
To reiterate, we demand H&M, Primark and Sears, as well as all brands and retailers, to
immediately
-

be transparent about their exploitative approaches, and publicize the list of factories
they are working with not paying legal minimum or overtime wages

-

stop stealing wages from workers in China or other countries and back pay all the
stolen wages to workers

-

terminate working relationship with unscrupulous consultancies like Level Works,
INFACT, or Elevate, or any similar consultancies, who profit from instigating
companies to steal wages from workers
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